RADIO ART LE TVIOTVIO:
GAS LEAKS,
S H OCK NEEDLES AND DEATH RATTLES
G ne c o R v
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The human porus acousticus rs not just another hole in the body; it's a hole in the head, a
hole that permits sound waves to pass first through the tympanum, wind thror-rgh a tricky
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labyrinth into the brain, and finally migrate as residual electric impulses throughout the
body. \flhile it has become a commonplace to talk about sound as the medium of
imagination (a grey area), the ear also opens a path for acoustic vibration to travel through
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the spine and skeleton. Sound, then, is actually a material.for tbe wbole boclyconducted
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and bones by way of a bole in tbe head.
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The sound of spoken language is a special case because it clraws into play another organ
that depencls on r..ibrating flesh, an intricate system of delicate vocal folds tuned to the
frequency of its own vibrations even when following a prescription. Orai litany: we know
that the voice has body and when we speak face-to-face,we see that it is connected to
another body, the rest of the body, and that body l-rasa name. You can put your finger on
it, and when its vocal body performs it either leaves you speechlessor it leaves you cold.
Radiowavesturn up the juice on the oral vocal body due mostly to the misplaced and
unnameable identity of radiophonic space. Radiophonic space defines a noboclysynapse
between (at least) two nelvous systems. Jurnping the gap requires a high voltage joit that
permits the electronic reieaseof the voice. allowing each utterance to vibrate with all others,
parole in liberta. Or, as fully autonomous radiollodies are shocked out of their own skins,
thev can finallv come into their own.
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Sentenced to death by electrocution, it shouid come as no surprise that the radiobody is
chronically plagued by headaches,brain damage and a plain bad case of nelves. But while
all acts of transmissionmay shock bodies out of their brains, dead language still lives on air,
making the well-hole<l afterthought of the radiobody a critical question for radio art. \{/hat is
it martreof, and wbat does it want?
LEAKS
Successive generations of technology do not so much displace as cligesteach other.
Marinetti understood this very well, and urged his Futurist comrades to cook the books so as
to facilitate digestion. Churning through several generations of media, such digestion is
never complete: dissect a radio, and you will find the remains of a book; dissect the book
and you will fin<l the remains of a larynx; dissect the larynx, and you will find the skeletal
trace of a fwitching finger, lighting a match and sending a telegram; take the prints from the
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finger, and there you will rediscover the origins of radio.
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All the above stages of digestion do produce one thing in common - gas leaks, from one
hole or another. 'What we usually classify as interference is in fact the direct acoustical
representation of leaking gas, the potentially explosive product of radiophonic digestion.
This gas, a nabxal product of the radio body digesting itself (time decay through weak signal
and is best stored in glass bottles with cork
processing) is a key material for radio
^fi,
sroppers.
Example: In I984,I conducted an interview with a retired business man named StevenV.N.
powelson for inclusion within my radio docufiction Dead Letters.Powelson's ambition for
the remaining years of his life was to become the fir.st individuai ever to recite by memory
the entire lliact rn the original Greek. A curious ambition, given the status of the lliarJ as a
consensual transcription of group performance most probably enacted over several nights;
now it would be reciteclby one individual in a book-learned dead language, through a
single rapid-fire endurance monologue. The idea only makes sense if you read backwards
in time. Even more curious was his motive, "to achieue immortality by attacbing myself to a
poenl tbat is itself immortal".

By having the whole text written into his own body at once, Powelson believed (and I
suppose stil1believes) that he could essentiallybecome one with the body of the text. But
since there is no "original recording" of the lliacl, Powelson would memorize by listening to
his own book-on-tape. Becausethe text is full of difficult tongue-twisters,he had to mor-rth
the text as he read, training lips and tongue. In effect, Powelson was lipping (and digesting')
bimself, a novel form of auto-erotic behaviour. Sometimes,the procedure gave him a
serious headache.After all, the lliadis one of the bloodiest war stories in the history of
\festern literature and Steven V.N. Powelson was an avowed pacifist.
Memorization is self-inscription;drop stylus to perform oral recitation. Taking such a vast
quantity of bloody text into a retired body already beginning to peter out does raise serious
questions of phonographic technique. Powelson described the procedures of his private
memory theatre by way of analogy: picture a row of leaky buckets, with each bucket
representing a book of the lliad. As each successivebucket was filled, water in the other
buckets would gradually leak out, and Powelson would then go back and fill them up again.
As each new book added a new book,/bucket, each step towards immotality put another
hole in Powelson's head.
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I have no idea whether Powelson has achieved his ambition, but by airing his strange Iliacl
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odyssey on radio, I could at least help bring the intermedia cycle full circle. \Var stories,
holes in the head and the leakage of partially digested dead language -- in this vocabulary,
radio is perfectly capable of speaking for itself.
NEEDLES
Sometimeswhen you try to talk about radio art in public, you €aetneedled. At a (rare)
conference on Sound & Art a few years ago, I presented a brief series of remarks about how
radio is actually at its most lively when most dead. Since the living cast themselvesout
through the articulated corpse of advanced telecommunications equipment, the whole idea
of "live" radio is nothing more than a sensory il1usion. Electrical currents express dead
labour before they give voice to anybody else: the more dead the transmission,the more
"alive" the acoustic sensation;the more alive the sensation,the more "dead" the source
body has become.

The real problem, of ccturse,is how to tell the difference, a problem that was very much in
evidence during my own "live" broadcasting debut. The program/pcrformance centred
around staging a fake New Age call-in show designed to allow listeners a live consultation
with the renowned Dr. Vicekopf, chief language analyst at the Paul Broca Memorial Institute
For Schizophonic Behaviour. Listenerswere invited to call in and offer their most peculiar
linguistic behaviors for deep brain analyses. Our expectation was that everyone rl'ou1d
realizeright away that this was just a ianguage game, and that we would end up mixing
telephcrnic glossolallias into the \fodd's Largest Takeout Wol'ts.'tlot't.
Insteacl,we were confronted with a number of listenerswho desired serious consultation;
some, of course, just heard other voices (tbey'ue been telling rue I'm a scbizophrenic- but
alier listening to you, I tbink I may be a scbizopbonlc) but others described various forms of
r-rncontrollablevoices that would er-uptfrorn their throats at the most embarrassingtimes.
Any committed scl-rizophonicwill tell you that those born into the dense saturation of the
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electronic media have no choice but to swallow an overwhelming quantity of pre-packaged
lingual emissions,from down n' dirty drive time jingles to spotless digital recordings of
Handel's Messiab. Sit-com patter becomes fused in the memory with the speechesof
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candiclates and the numbing rhythms of traffic reports and weather forecasts.
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Needles are an inescapablefact of life for the schizophonic, and still amply animate the
radiobody even if laser beams have made it possible to get off $'ithout thern. As the
possibility of public ciiscourse collapses into communal 1ip-sync extr^vaganz^s, perhaps the
most direcr foln of radio art (anc1certainly the cheapest) is to simply get wired, stick a
needle in the brain arld spin tbose tunes baby, cause you're c'ttightlJ) tuisted, roller rlerby
brand, a'wild tbing!
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RATTLES

Every now and agarn, the quaint idea of radio as a kind of Talking Drum for the Global
Village comes around for one more spin. In this romantic scenario, radio art is cast as an
electronic echo of oral culture, harking back to ancient stoq,tellers spinning yarns in front of
village fires. The idea has a seductive ring to it, and can be embellished in all kinds of ways,
making room for eveqzthing from Finnegan's Wake to Street Rap: radio as Universal
language, Electronic Community, Planetary Boombox.
Radio Talking Drum -

a utopian transposition that loves to forget. Most fotgotten are the

Iethal wires that still heat up from inside out, wires that connect radio with warfare, brain
damage, rattles from necropolis. \When I turn my radio on, I hear a whole chonrs of death
rattles: from stone cold, hard fact larynxes frozen in every stage of physicai decomposition;
from talk show golden throats cut with a scalpel, transected,then taped back together and
beamed across the airwaves; from voices that have been severed from the body for so long
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that none can remember who they belong to, or whether they belong to anybody at all; from
pop minster giggiebodies guaranteed to shake yo'booty; from artificial folds sneak-stitched
into still living throats through computer synthesis and digital processing; from mechanical
chatter boxes dead to begin with; from cyberphonic antibodies taking flight and crashing to
pieces on air.
In November 1988, I had the good fortune to experience one of those infrequent
opportunities to become abruptly and etemally united with one's own metaphors. tVhile en
route to Austraiia, my flight, a Boeing 747 stuffed with tour groups, came very close to
crashing on take-off from Honoluiu. \7ith stabilizing flaps damaged by metal bars that had
broken away from the landing gear, the plane barely lifted off the ground before it began to
rattle violently.
In the wake of each fresh plane crash, I confess to reading survivor accounts with intense
curiosity, and keep voluminous files. Such accounts almost invariably refer to uiolent ra.ttles
moments before disaster, so as the luggage compartments sprang open above our heads, I
felt certain that we were seconds away from rattling right into a burn unit. But the Qantas
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pilot immediately lightenecl our load by dumping thousands of litres of fuel into the Pacific
Ocean, and we lumbered back to Honolulu airport for a surprisingly uneventful emergency
landing.
Severalhours 1ater,in a typically incongrurouslate-twentieth century change of scene, I sat
watching the surfers ride the waves at \faikiki, a Qantas complimentary cocktail in hand. I
thought about other waves, airwaves, the risks of mechanical vibration. I thought about all
the radio art transmissionsthat dump their fuel and make premature landings, about the
countless audio aircraft that never arrive at their tr-uedestination, or that shake, rattle n' roll
violently without coming to the climax. And after three or four more complimentary
cocktails, I thought about the crash/rattled post-Rodezbody of Antonin Artaud, thereafter
resurrectedas Artaud, Le M6mo.1
.Jrhen Artaud was finally released from his psychiatric internment at Rodez, his body had
been thoroughly wasted by the nervous explosions of his mentai illness, externally
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administered electroshock treatment, frequent insulin injections and a terminal case of
(undiagnosecl)rectal cancer. Conr,rrlsedby electricity, and with diseasespreading inward
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ANTONIN

AR T AU D ,

The Bouillabaisse of SbaPes
in tbe Touer of Babel
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from the anus, Artaud returned to Paris in 1946. From this time on, his vision of a bocly
witbout organs, with its promise of pure redemption, takes centre stage.
Artaud's desired new body, stripped bare, scraped clean and turned inside out, quickly
assumesa pseudonym. Le M6mo: the pure energy of direct brain wave transmission,born
from an occult synthesis of needles, electricity and a cacophony of irrefutable inner voices.
Le M6mo: giving voice to the prosthetic language of the disembody, the antibody, the
radiobody. Le M6mo: ful1 of vocal flatulence, noisy jolts, black magic and bloody nothings.
In 7947, Artaud Le M6mo gave voice to his final public pronouncement, To Haue Done witb
theJuclgement of God, a lacerating cacophonic performance scheduled for national broadcast
on February 2, L948,but cancelled at the last minute by the Director of French Radio,
\fladimir Porche. The official explanation rounded up all the usual suspects- obscenity,
sacrilege,anti-Americanism. But after listening to a tape of the broadcast, one suspectsthe
presence of a deeper fear, the fear that Artaud Le M6mct might yet reverse the voltage, and
wire countless brains to the shock treatment of his unearthly howls, jolting a million ears
into the next world. As Le M6mo himself writes: Tbe magic of electric sbock sucks out a
d.eatb rattle, it plunges tbe sbockedperson imto tbat cleath rattle tbrougb wbicb one leaueslife.
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AN T O N IN

AR T AU D .

Tbe Sexual Clumsiness ol God

RADToART r-E MOMo

Tltose wbo liue, liue olf tbe dead. Our deepening collective schizophonic disorder is rooted in
the electronic severance of the voice from the body, what the Mexican Tarahumara call rasp
spittle, coal cinder without teeth. The circularity of cutting into,/casting out radiobodies gives
radio performance arr inescapable forensic quality; man is sick because be is pooily made.
Each radio transmission embraces the forensic recollection of beings that have been
physicaily dispersed across multiple generations of media abstraction. 'Wemust make up our
mincls to strip him bare in order to scratcb out tbat animalcule tbat itcbes bim so mofially.
There is no reason to be squeamish about autopsieswhen the possibilities for stitching
together new and highly charged radio-bodies are so enticing, their future so full of promise!
Breaking the Reality Radio taboo, and transmitted from every unholy organ nxenendi ananbi,
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the prosthetic, shocking bodies of Radio Art Le M6mo catch brain fever, break wind and
create a disturbance - through otherworld spirits (Marinetti), aliens from outer space (N7elles),
itching animalcules or microbes of God (Aftaud). Because tbey were pressing me to my body
and to tbe uery body and it was tben tbat I explodecl euerything because my borly ca.n neuer be
touched.. But once the voice is cut /oosefrom the body, it becomes available for
manipulation, and when utterancesbecome things, an1'thingcan happen.
Gas leaks, shock needles and death rattles all give life to wired bodies of Radio Art Ie M6mo,
so watch out for your holes: I baue to complain of meeting in electric shock people wbom I
uowlcl not baue wisbed to see.

NOTES

For more extensive discussions of Afiaud's language/body post-Rodez, and a remarkable
analysis of To Haue Done witb tbeJudgement of Goct,see Nvo recent essays by Allen Weiss:
"Psychopompomania", in Allen S. Weiss, Tbe Aestbetics of Excess(Albany, SUNY Press, 1989)
and "K", in Art 6 Text,37 (summer 1990). For a related discttssionof radio and
language,/body decay, see my own "Principia Schizophonica", in the same issue of Afi e Text
Passages.itafieized-:rbovearefromAttaud., IeM6mo,orToHaueDonewitbtbeJudgementofGocl.
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